Language activities organised by the LECA (Language Extra
Curricular Activities)
The LECA (Language Extra Curricular Activities) is run by the ESUK PTA (Parent
Teacher Association). The current volunteer administrator is Olga Borymchuk.
If you would like to run a language club, please discuss possibilities with the LECA
admin.
All LECA teachers are native level speakers.
MONDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Russian Intermediate (Year 1  Year 5)
The after school language lessons are led by Tanya Robinson and focus on building
of fluency in speaking and confident beginner reading skills through the format of
learning games and project activities.
Places available: 6
TUESDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Arabic Mixed Abilities (Year 1  Year 3)
Arabic fun lessons are led by Amani Habib. The course focuses on the spoken
Arabic as well as basic reading and writing. Arabic language skills are currently in
very high demand and can lead to wide range of careers; our classes are fun,
enjoyable, relaxing after a long school day, yet a challenge to learn a nonEuropean
language & open eyes to another culture!
Places available: 2
TUESDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Polish Mixed Abilities (Year 1  Year 5)
The Polish course is aimed at the bilingual pupils and/or including pupils with mixed
abilities fom whom Polish is not a native language. The lessons will be led by Eliza
Majchrzak (ESUK) in a relaxed atmosphere and will involve singing, dancing, stories
and Polish games. Children will also learn colours, numbers and about world around
us in Polish, as well as labelling pictures and writing words and/or simple sentences.
Everybody is welcome to have fun with the Polish class!
Places available: 2
WEDNESDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Italian Mixed Abilities (Year 1  Year 3)
The Italian course is led by Liberata Paradiso and aims to teach Italian language
through listening to stories in Italian, discussing them, writing words using the basic
grammar rules, learning numbers, colours and seasons in Italian; getting to know
Italian culture (festivities, classic Italian stories, basic elements of Italian geography).
Places available: 4

WEDNESDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Portuguese Mixed Abilities (Year 1  Year 5)
This is an exciting class for Portuguese bilingual speakers. It is led by Rosario
Santos, European School teacher and aims to teach Portuguese language through
listening to music, stories, drawing and labelling in Portuguese, learning numbers,
colours, weather/seasons and Portuguese culture using the basic grammar rules.
Places available: 1
FRIDAY, 3.454.45 pm
Italian for Beginners (Year 1  Year 5)
Pupils can learn a new language while having fun at the same time. This class is led
by Liberata Paradiso. Children will learn through games, movement, colourful visual
aids, stories and songs.
Places available: 3
**We also take expressions of interest in Hindu, Mandarin and Ukrainian languages 
please sign up if you would be interested in us running them as part of LECA**
To Sign Up please visit: http://signupschedule.com/leca
For any questions or suggestions please do not hesitate to
contact: lecaeuropapta@gmail.com
With many thanks,
Olga Borymchuk
LECA Admin

